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while the energic view is concerned with the equivalence
of the transformed effect rather than with the causal effect.
That is to say, both standpoints have to do with the series
a-b-c-d, the one qualitatively, the other quantitatively,
The causal mode of thought abstracts the dynamic concept
from the material of experience, while the final view "applies
its pure concept of energy to the field of observation
and allows it, as it were, to become a dynamis. Despite
their difference from the angle of a theory of cognition,
a difference that leaves nothing to be desired in absoluteness,
the two views become unavoidably mixed in a concept of
force, the causal attitude abstracting the pure perception
of the effective qualitas into a concept of dynamis, and the
final attitude allowing its pure concept to become concretized
through application. Thus the mechanist speaks of the
' energy of the psychic'; while the * energic' theorist speaks
of * psychic energy \ From what has been said, it is evident
that one and the same process takes on different aspects
according to the different standpoints from which it is viewed,
III.   THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF  THE   LIBIDO-THEORY
& Progression and Regression
One of the most important energic phenomena of the
psychic life is certainly that of the progression a0d regression
of the libido. We could define progression as the daily
advance of the process of psychological adaptation* We
know that adaptation is not something that is achieved once
and for all, though there is a tendency to believe the contrary.
This comes about from mistaking the psychic attitude attained
for actual adaptation. We caa only satisfy the demands
of adaptation by a correspondingly directed attitude. The
effort towards adaptation is therefore completed in two
stages: (I) attainment of attitude, and (2} completion of the
adaptation through the attitude* The attitude to reality is
something extremely permanent, but however permanent

